
Banding tapes
Polyglas® K 220

► Class C insulation material

► High mechanical resistance  ( x2 standard banding tape)

► Moisture resistance

► Corrosion resistance

General description
Polyglas® K 220 is the ultimate class C ( 220°C) moisture resistant tape Kelvar® based and used for banding perrmanent magnets,
high speed starters and whenever step operative cycles or reduced spaces are required.
K 220  is a B stage banding tape made of parallel Kevlar® plied yarn pre-impregnated with a special thermosetting polyester PEI
base resin. The banding tape forms a mechanical loop to hold coils in place against centrifual forces and replace metal armature or
steel bands.

Application
Generators bracing and fixing
High stressed motors and Traction motors banding
Permanent magnet rotors or brushless applications for traction motors and windmill generators
High speed servomotors, ie starter motors
high speed AC motors
Generators for aircrafts
Slip ring motors

Specifications
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Main characteristics
The main advantages of Polyglas® tapes in comparison with steel wire bandages are listed as follows:

Eddy currents proof material and locally not exposed to overheating
Outstanding properties of breaking through fatigue
Elimination of flashover among windings and steel bands
Saving in insulating materials and in weight
Saving in material costs and in process costs through reduced application time
Resistance to corrosion in tropical environments
Reduces noise and improve harmonics of transfomer

Processing
By using a suitable tensioning device the tape should be applied with up to maximum suggested pull at a temperature ranging from
80 to 100 °C and at a speed around 10 m/min.

This procedure is strongly suggested for  those applications in which the purpose is to obtain at  least  the 60% of pull  as residual
tension in the cured bandage.

A proper locking of tape to secure the pull applied during bandage must be performed through an hot iron or a soldering pin for a
time necessary to fix the ends.

To obtain a shiny surface after curing it’s suggested a masking procedure with normal or shrinkable polyester foil. It allows even a
controlled flowing off the resin during curing avoiding any bubble or lump on the surface.

Cure Time
Curing times are related for each product to temperature applied for a certain time through following table:
(Time required the object to reach the temperature isn't included in the table)

Shelf life
If not for immediate use, tape must be stored in its original container in a cool and dry area.
Notice: Before removing cooled material from the plastic bag, let the tape reach room temperature

Form of delivery
Supplied in polyethylene bags which should not be open until time of use.
Type A packing : flat pancakes plastic core ID 83 mm
Type B packing : spools, flange OD 160 mm, width 200mm
Type C packing : spools, flange OD 290 mm, width 280mm

Banding tape widths available from 6.5 to 51 mm  packing Type A length 100 or 200 M or spools as below :
Other length like  50 M upon request.

Packaging
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The product properties set forth in this data sheet are based on the results of testing of typical material produced by  the affiliated companies of Von Roll Holding Ltd.
(underneath referred as Von Roll).  Some variation in product  properties is  typical.  Comments or  suggestions relating to any subject  other than product  properties are
offered only to call the end-user's or other person's attention to considerations which may be relevant in the independent determination of the use and/or manner of use of
product.  Von Roll  does not  claim or  warrant  that  the use of  its  product  will  have the results  described in  this  data  sheet  or  that  the information provided is  complete,
accurate or useful. The user should test the product to determine its properties and its suitability for the intended use.  Von Roll expressly disclaims any liability for any
damage, harm, injury, cost or expense to any person resulting directly or indirectly from that person's reliance on any information contained in this data sheet. Nothing
contained in this data sheet constitutes representation or warranty as to any matter whatsoever. Von Roll makes no warranties whatsoever in this data sheet, expressed
or implied, including any implied warranty or fitness for a particular use or purpose. Von Roll shall in no event be liable for incidental, exemplary, punitive or consequential
damages.
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